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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to reveal several factors why war on drugs is still adopted by The Indonesian government and to offer an alternative approach as a problem solver. Therefore, the paper utilizes a literature review by collecting data from books, journals, news articles, and research reports. The results indicate that some factors consist of: (a) The New Order as previous generation failed to notice the dangers of drugs; (b) Since the New Order, the government is not committed to reveal the involvement of political actors in the drug problem; (c), SBY did not show a firm attitude to the drug problem; (d), Jokowi is the product of the previous generation, the New Order, who may believe that drug issues can be solved by legal approach; (e) Political affiliation between Jokowi and Megawati at PDI-P; (f) The war on drugs is a populist policy and can not be separated from political interests. As a result, war on drugs in Indonesia is war on young generation because the greatest victim of the policy is the lives of the young generation. To get out of this trap, the government should prevent individuals and groups from social exclusion because social dimensions frequently precede the drug issues and become a stumbling block for those who are addicted to get out of the drug problem.
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INTRODUCTION

Since elected as a president, Joko Widodo continuously campaigns war on drugs. Admittedly, according to the National Narcotics Agency (BNN) data, the number of drug abusers has gone up, from 3.7 million in 2011 to 4 million in 2015 (Widhyharto, 2015, p. 60). At first glance, the Indonesian government’s approach seems adequate to address a drug problem because of the dangers and the threats of drugs. Drug abuse kills 12,044 people annually and the economic cost is an estimated Rp. 50 trillion (Widhyharto, 2015, p. 60). Not surprisingly, the government imposes the death penalty on drug trafficking offenders. Unfortunately, public and mass media tend to support it as a manifestation of war on drugs.

However, it is undeniable that the last execution showed that drug policy in Indonesia has another side. Freddy Budiman, a death roll inmate, made a testimony through a lengthy article that was written by Haris Azhar, the Coordinator of committee for missing persons and victims of violence (Kontras), on social media that he had given Rp. 450 billion to the BNN and Rp. 90 billion to certain officials at the National Police and the Excise and Customs ("Pelajaran Dari Pengakuan", 2016, p. 1). The involvement of police officers of abusing their power to gain benefits from drug trafficking is not a secret at grassroots level. Nonetheless, Freddy Budiman’s testimony confirms that law enforcement professionals are not free from drug trafficking.

At the same time, President Joko Widodo ironically neglects the rehabilitation of drug abusers due to budget cuts. Consequently, the Social Affairs Ministry will be able to rehabilitate just 9,000 drug abusers next year. The budget is smaller compared to this year’s Rp. 87 billion that can rehabilitate 15,000 drug abusers. Meanwhile, the BNN’s budget allocation in order to pursue drug traffickers is tripled to Rp. 2.1 billion, and the National Police’s budget is also increased by the government ("Pemerintah Jokowi Potong Dana", 2016).

Perhaps Presiden Joko Widodo feels that he has been working very hard to solve the drug problem in Indonesia. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, drug policy in Indonesia still emphasizes law enforcement (Lai et al., 2013, p. 1) and ignores the fate of drug abusers. The phenomenon raises a number of questions. What are President Joko Widodo’s considerations to conduct this policy? Is it purely because of the dangers and the threats of drugs, state sovereignty, or other considerations? In order to answer those questions, it is not easy. Nonetheless, this paper attempts to provide initial answers by conducting a literature review to trace the origin of war on drugs and its dynamics in Indonesia. Before further explained, this paper initially shows an overview of the emergence and the development of war on drugs on global scale. It is crucial as drug policy in Indonesia was not born in vacuum situation and in a matter of weeks and months.

War on Drugs

The terminology of war on drugs refers to the government’s efforts around the world to enforce the law against drugs in their own countries like war on the battlefield. Consequently, traffickers, users and abusers of drugs are portrayed as enemies of the state. Not surprisingly, the law is changed to ensure that maximum sentence awaits individuals who are proved guilty, and if imprisoned they serve long jail terms (Chepesiuk, 1999, pp. 261-262). The war on drugs had its origins in the United States during 1970s (Fisher, 2006, p. 4; Measham dan South, 2012, p. 699). At the time, President Nixon attempted to mobilize public in the US and raised sentiments against crimes in several US cities (Measham dan South, 2012, p. 699). However, President Reagan was the first leader who declared war on drugs in 1980s (Bagley, 1988, p. 189; Measham dan South, 2012, p. 699). Despite the fact that cocaine and marijuana epidemic was still in its infancy, the attention of mass media was directed to seizure of cocaine in Florida which was from Colombia and transported via Panama. At the same time, marijuana fields in Mexico were destroyed and violence due to drugs took place in Central America (Fisher, 2006, p. 5).

George Bush and Bill Clinton, as the
successors of Reagan, followed the same approach as well by spending more than millions of US dollars to combat drug trafficking (Chepesiuk, 1999, p. xix; Fisher, 2006, p. 5). Although Bush and Clinton had similar campaigns, Bush (1989-1993) implemented more extreme policy by involving military intervention against Colombia’s drug cartels (Luty, 2016, p. 245). President Obama reformed US drugs policy by promoting public health (Sirin, 2011, p. 93). Nonetheless, it was not sufficient to answer the drug problem as it did not solve structural issues, such as poverty, low educational level and health care, recovery of the right of civil society, and criminal justice reform (Sirin, 2011, p. 96).

War on drugs in the US generally consists of supply reduction and demand reduction. Supply reduction comprises three components, namely law enforcement, prohibition, and international effort. On the law enforcement side, the US government attempts to stop drug production and distribution. The prohibition includes some efforts to reduce drug distribution from other countries, for example, checking vehicles in the US borders. On the global scale, the US government collaborates with other countries to destroy marijuana fields and arrest drug cartels. Demand reduction comprises prevention and treatment. In order to prevent drug abuse, the US government underscores to stop drug abuse among youth. Treatment is carried out by providing services for drug abusers (Fisher, 2006, pp. 6-7).

The illustration, as said above, looks appropriate in order to tackle the drug problem. However, drug abusers, especially youth, were on the rise approximately 50 percent. In 1991, at least 11.2 percent of youth was drug abusers. In 2005, the number of drug abusers increased to 16.3 percent (Fisher, 2006, p. 1). In addition, war on drugs causes much more the US citizens on the jails in America’s history (Chepesiuk, 1999, p. 262) and the police brutality to black people as a minority group (Cooper, 2015, p. 8). Nevertheless, war on drugs is still believed effectively to reduce drug supplies so that the prices go up (Fisher, 2006, p. 1). Even the US federal government assumes that it is appropriate and the US government encourages other countries to adopt the same policy. In fact, the policy is not only inappropriate, but it interferes the sovereignty of other countries as well (Jensen et al., 2004, p. 102). The US government indirectly also spreads war on drugs through both international treaties (Chabat, 2002, p. 142) and popular cultures, such as movies, tv shows, and video games (Mercille, 2014, p. 124). Under Clinton administration, the US had 23 countries as allies to fight drugs (Jones, 1998, p. 41). Not surprisingly, the US emerges as a global power to combat the drug problem (Bagley, 1988, p. 195).

Several scholars criticize the US drug policy as it is not the result of unbiased, honest and balanced benefits and dangers of drug researches (Rowan, 2016, p. 3). Chomsky (2011/2015, p. 77), for instance, opposes war on drugs in the US since it has political agenda domestically and internationally. In the late 1980’s, the US government successfully twisted its citizen’s logic. At the time, a majority of its citizens argued that the budget deficit was the biggest problem in the US. However, as mass media portrayed drug issues excessively, public attention changed dramatically from 3 percent to 40 percent or 45 percent on an open pool. Chomsky (2011/2015, pp. 78-79) contends that the US approach is not appropriate to tackle the real problem taking place in the society. The death rate because of drug abuse was 3,500 per year. The number was much smaller than the death rate due to tobacco and alcohol, approximately 300,000 and 100,000 respectively. Marijuana users even opted cocaine, that is much more dangerous, as it was easier to hide. At this point, president’s rhetoric and mass media’s supports indeed play a pivotal role to influence public perception (Oliver et al., 2011, p. 465) and cause moral panic in the drug problem (Schack, 2011, p. 151).

On the global level, the US government ironically imposed sanctions to Thailand as it limited the US’s import and tobacco advertisement (Chomsky, 2011/2015, pp. 78-79). In Colombia, the burning of cocaine fields is not able to decrease drug production, but it simply displaces the production...
to other areas, particularly forest, and causes environmental issues. Even, local communities suffer health problem due to its smoke, and they are forced to leave their territories (Rincón-ruiz dan Kallis, 2013, p. 61). In Mexico, war on drugs, which is controlled by the US, can not be separated from neoliberalism’s agenda to expand extractive business (Paley, 2015, p. 117). Ironically, since 2006 at least 50.000 Mexican has died in the war on drugs (Valenzuela, 2013, p. 274). War on drugs also causes black people as the major enemy and they are excluded from their daily life in Canada. Besides, their social capital fades away due to war on drugs (Khenti, 2014, p. 194). Furthermore, the approach simply aims at legitimizing the US intervention and hegemony in Central America (Morales, 1989, p. 151) and it is not able to reduce availability, price, and drug abuse (Bagley, 1988, p. 190).

Not surprisingly, public and international bodies question the effectiveness of war on drugs. The US citizens, for example, did not believe if its government’s policy could be success. At least 63 percent of the US citizens argued that drug policy was stagnant or even worst in 2009. Consequently, war on drugs indicated a failure (Scherlen, 2012, p. 68). Global Commission on Drugs also published the failure of war on drugs in 2011. On the report, Global Commission On Drug Policy (2011, p. 4) says that the policy is not effective to decrease drug demand around the world. The number of opium users increased from 12.9 millions in 1998 to 17.35 millions in 2008, cocaine users rose from 13.4 millions to 17 millions, while marijuana users increased from 147.4 millions to 160 millions. War on drugs does not only spend a lot of money, but also justifies repressive measures to drug traffickers and abusers. The result, however, is far from target that is decided as the arrest of drug dealers is followed by the emergence of other organizations. Even repressive measures hamper attempts to address HIV/AIDS, overdose, and other harmful consequences.

In 2014, London School of Economics Expert Group on the Economics of Drug Policy’s report shows the similar conclusions. War on drugs leads to the arrest of much more people in the US, repressive measures in Asia, corruption and political instability in Afghanistan and West Africa, violence in Latin America, HIV epidemic in Russia, and lack of pain killers and human right abuses around the world (Arrow et al., 2014, p. 3). Although it is highly complex, several global leaders took an advanced measure after the publication of Global Commission on Drugs. Colombia President Juan M. Santos, for instance, encouraged the US government, the leaders of South America countries, and international communities to discuss drug regime. It was followed by Otto Perez Molina, the former of Guatemala’s President, to include in the discussion (Mejia dan Restrepo, 2014, p. 26). Nevertheless, what happened in Latin America is completely different to the current situation in Indonesia. When a number of scholars and activists condemns war on drugs since its strategy utilizes forced rehabilitation and death penalty (Kontras, 2015, p. 1), President Joko Widodo still adopts it. International pressures even do not change his policy. At this point, once again, what are the President’s considerations? How about its implication?

**War on Drugs in Indonesia**

Since colonial era, production, trade and consumption of drugs have been existing in Java (van Luijk dan van Ours, 2001, pp. 2-3). Nevertheless, the origin of war on drugs at least took place in the New Order. Under Soeharto administration, Indonesia declared implicitly as the first country in South East Asia that killed criminals, including drug traffickers and abusers. However, a number of literatures had not mentioned that war on drugs existed at the time. In fact, state through a trained unit, called Petrus (mysterious shooters) shot and killed criminals, drug traffickers and abusers as well, in 1980s (Bourchier, 1990, p. 177; van der Kroef, 1985, p. 749).

At the time, youth in several cities abused methamphetamine and ecstasy. Nonetheless, Indonesia was not categorized as a drug producer or drug user country if compared to other countries in the Golden Triangle (Haseman, 2011, p. 363),
mountainous region with an area 150,000 square miles and has borders with Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand, that is considered as one of the largest opium cultivation and heroin production in the world (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, cited in Chin, 2007, p. 85). As located in the same regional area, state officials and the National Police at the time realized that drug producers and drug traffickers probably would displace the center of drug trafficking to Indonesia (Haseman, 2011, p. 363).

Nevertheless, the Indonesian government simply utilized moral and religious approaches to prevent drug abuse among youth. At least, the Indonesian government believed that the drug problem could be solved by these two measures. Besides, oriental culture was also considered as a wall to prevent drug abuse in Indonesia (Thong, 2011, p. 189). The Jakarta Police chief, Mar. Gen. Soetadi Ronodipoero, for instance, met the religious leaders in Jakarta in 1975. At the time, he emphasized the importance of the religious leaders involvement in order to prevent juvenile delinquency and drug abuse through two forms: (1) verbal (sermons, lectures, and islamic learning forums) in mosques, religious boarding schools, and neighborhood units & community units; (2) preventive and repressive reporting cooperation with the police officers. The religious leaders supported these two forms and encouraged the severe sentence, even death penalty (Ma’roef, 1986, pp. 278-281).

The approaches led the inadvertence of the government against the dangers and the threats of drugs. Moral and religious approaches simply underscore sin, individual’s weakness, and law power to uphold war on drug abusers (Ali and Duse, 2007, pp. 63-64), while social dimensions that cause individuals as drug abusers or impede them to get out of the drug problem were not the focus of the Indonesian government. As a result, when Indonesia was hit by crisis in the late 1990s, the government was not prepared to tackle the spread of the drug problem (Thong, 2011, p. 190). According to Drug Addiction Hospital data in Jakarta, the number of patients rose significantly 400 percent since 1996 to 1999 (Purwatiningsih, 2001, p. 38).

Amidst the rising the drug problem that the country faced at the time, the Indonesian government under the helm of President Abdul Rahman Wahid established the National Narcotics Coordination Agency (BKNN). Nonetheless, due to the fact that funding for the agency was dependent on Indonesia police headquarters, operations of BKNN were far from satisfactory (Thong, 2011, p. 190). Under Megawati administration, Indonesia officially declared war on drugs. In March 2002, the President Megawati strengthened national anti drug operations by establishing the National Narcotics Agency (BNN), as a replacement of BKNN that was established in 2000 (Honna, 2011, p. 267). The change had implication to the power and the authority of BNN to coordinate 25 governmental institutions and several operational operations (Thong, 2011, p. 190). In line with that, Megawati instructed all governmental institutions, including on the village scale, to take measures in order to address the drug problem. The campaign simultaneously took place when law enforcement agencies succeeded in seizing the largest drug producing ever recorded in Indonesia in Tangerang in April 2002. That event led to the international community to regard Indonesia as the center of drug trafficking in the South East Asian region (Honna, 2011, pp. 267-268).

BNN has set a long term plan that Indonesia would be free from drugs in 2015. Several international drug syndicates, such as China and West Africa, were identified by BNN as well. In addition, BNN also showed a report as an evidence to emphasize the dangers of drugs among youth that should not be underestimated, approximately 55 respondents of 64 high schools have abused drugs. Nevertheless, there were a number of challenges and obstacles that could realized the BNN’s long term plan. On the long term plan, BNN underscored three aspects, namely: (1) lack of surveillance in the border areas as led Indonesia as an archipelago nation that was vulnerable to drug smuggling; (2) economic crisis taking place since 1997 caused limited budget allocation; (3) the capacities of the BNN based on human resources, budget, and equipment was not sufficient to tackle drug issues. Therefore, in
order to reach the target of drugs’ free in Indonesia, those obstacles should be solved (Honna, 2011, p. 269). Not surprisingly, BNN argued that it needed some interventions, for example: (1) increasing BNN’ capacities, budget, and equipments; (2) international cooperation of law enforcement; and (3) the development of treatment and rehabilitation programs. However, the BNN failed to identify the involvement of drug syndicates that had affiliation with political institutions and political actors. Accordingly, despite the fact that the government had intervened some improvements, the number of drug abuse still increased 21 percent from 2002 to 2003 (Honna, 2011, pp. 269-270).

During the era of Susilo Bambang Yudoyono (SBY), the approach was not completely different by emphasizing law enforcement and it still did not reveal the involvement of political actors in the drug problem (Honna, 2011, p. 270). The condition even worst when SBY was deemed by many groups as he was not firm or subservient to another nation when granting clemency to Schapelle Leigh Corby, an Australian citizen, who was arrested because of smuggling 4.2 kilograms marijuana to Indonesia ("Betapa Istimewanya Corby", 2014, p. 6). Pamungkas (2014, p. 145) contends that SBY’s measure could not be separated from a friendship between Corby and Baskoro “Ibas” Yudhoyono, the second son of SBY, in Australia. In that country, Ibas abused drugs and was arrested by the Australian government. However, SBY’s intervention could release him.

Based on the historical overview of war on drugs in Indonesia as explained above, there are several important points why war on drugs still exists in Indonesia. Firstly, the New Order as the previous generation failed to capture the dangers and the threats of drugs. When Indonesia was not one of center drug trafficking, the government simply relied on law, religious, and moral approaches to deal with drug issues. Consequently, when Indonesia was hit by crisis, those were not sufficient. The New Order was the most responsible to the rampant drug problem. If the New Order could identify it seriously, the drug problem would not be much worst right now.

Secondly, since the New Order until nowadays, the Indonesian government does not have a strong commitment to reveal the involvement of political actors in the drug problem. The government only conducts surveillances to civilians, but the law enforcement professionals are nearly immune to those actions. Since 1970’s, the law enforcement professionals have been cooperating with drug traffickers and it has been impeding the rehabilitations and drug trafficking ("Narkotika Atau Kacang", 2016, p. 18). Currently, Freddy Budiman’s case is still blur. If the government can not reveal the actors who are behind this case and reform law enforcement professionals, it would not be able to combat drug issues. It is impossible to sweep a dirty floor with a dirty sweep.

Thirdly, being a president, SBY did not show a consistent attitude against drug abuse. Public regarded that his decision to grant clemency for Corby in the early 2014 neglected Indonesia’s sovereignty due to the political lobby. In fact, drug issues continued to spread in Indonesia. Moreover, post-parole, Corby exposed by mass media lived in an expensive villa Rp. 9 millions per night and she signed a contract with several Australian mass media to conduct special interviews that had a contract valued 5 millions Australian dollars or Rp. 54,1 milliars ("Betapa Istimewanya Corby", 2014, p. 6). Fourthly, President Joko Widodo is a product of previous generation who probably believes drug problem can be solved by law enforcement. When the New Order implemented law, moral, and religious approaches, President Joko Widodo was experiencing his youth. The New Order that stressed stability and indoctrinitation perhaps influenced the generation at the time in viewing the drug problem.

Fifth, political affiliation of drug policy (Omori, 2013, p. 520). As mentioned earlier, war on drugs was declared in Megawati era. It is highly possible as a member of The Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle (PDI-P) under Megawati’s leadership, Jokowi continues the same policy and even executes inmates who were pun-
ished the death sentence. Despite the fact that SBY accentuated the law approach, he postponed death penalty for years. Nico Harjanto, a researcher of Populi Center, argues that SBY’s measure aimed at avoiding tension with neighborhood countries on global scale (Aji, 2015). Sixth, war on drugs is a populist policy and has political interests (Oliver et al., 2011, p. 465). It can be clearly traced from the US history. In Indonesia, there is not a comprehensive study to view these two phenomenons. However, mass media and public highly supported President Joko Widodo when three episodes of death penalty executed. In addition, at the time Jokowi-JK was facing three central problems that influenced its administration. The first and second executions took place simultaneously with the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) versus the National Police (Polri) issues, while the last one happened at the same time with a cabinet reshuffle.

So, what is the major implication of war on drugs in Indonesia? It is fair to say that war on drugs is a war on young generation. The practice of war on drugs so far is a failure of the previous generation in understanding drug issues. Therefore the drug problem has been never successfully solved, even worst the trend is frequently on the rise. The largest victim of this failure is the lives of young generation. In International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking 2016, President Joko Widodo said that 49-50 young people are death per day because of drugs (Sekretariat Kabinet Republik Indonesia, 2016). The president’s measure to cut rehabilitation budget leads young generation who are drug abusers much more difficult to cure. Moreover, although there is a rehabilitation regulation to drug abusers, in reality they are jailed (Idris, 2016, p. 7) and tortured physically by police officers (Davis et al., 2009, p. 2).

Even if they can be recovered from drug abuse, stigma and discrimination of society will be waiting them. Stigma or discrimination is frequently directed not only to drug abusers, but also to the former of drug abusers (Buchanan, 2006, p. 10). The majority of the former of drug abusers, for instance, could not be employed in the formal sector. In addition, skill trainings post rehabilitation are not provided to them. At this point, their opportunity to come back to ‘drug world’ is extremely possible because people regularly perceive that drug abusers and the former of drug abusers have bad moral (McKeganey et al., 2004, p. 348).

**Social Exclusion and Drug Abuse**

As the problems explained above, a solution to get out of the trap of war on drugs is imperative in order to solve drug issues in Indonesia. If it is not war on drugs, what is the approach that we can utilize to address the drug problem? Moreover, drug issues threaten this country. Admittedly, the new measure is an prevention effort. However, in this context, the prevention is not limited to socialization and tended to ceremonial events (Siagian, 2015). More than that, the prevention that this paper offers is the prevention process so that individuals or groups are not excluded from social dimensions. This attempt often can not be viewed by the government that emphasizes law, moral, and religious approaches. Before elaborating it further, this paper is going to explain an overview of social exclusion.

The terminology of social exclusion was adopted by French Republic Party for the first time to illustrate the dangers of social fragmentation in the early 1970s (Koller dan Davidson, 2008, p. 307). It spreaded to the several European Union (EU) member countries ten years later. In 2001, for example, The Social Protection Committee of the EU (cited in Bhalla dan Lapeyre, 2004, p. 53) set 10 indicators of social exclusion, namely low income rate, distribution of income, persistence of low income, median low income gap, regional cohesion, long-term unemployment rate, people living in jobless households, early school leavers, life expectancy at birth, self-perceived health status. Gordon (2007, p. 201) argues that the indicators emphasize four aspects, financial poverty, employment, health and education.

Social exclusion is gradually exemplified to poverty and disadvantage (Percy-Smith, 2000, p. 4). In fact, these three
concepts have differences. Poverty, for instance, focuses on the distribution of resources to needy individuals and households (Burden cited in Percy-Smith, 2000, p. 4). On the other hand, disadvantage focuses on “the interaction between lack of material resources and the provision of social services and supports” (Oppenheim cited in Percy-Smith, 2000, p. 4). Social exclusion is completely different to poverty and disadvantage, Millar (2007, p. 3) contends that the definition of social exclusion refers to “the inability of people to participate in the society in which they live, and arguing that this applies across several dimensions, including the material but also the social and political.” Consequently, poverty, disadvantage, and social exclusion can not be generalized. Furthermore, Atkinson (1998, p. 1) says that “people may be poor without being socially excluded... people may be socially excluded without being poor.”

So, why is the prevention of individuals and groups from social exclusion crucial to solve drug issues? Let us look at the details. In reality, the drug problem is dominantly approached by three aspects, health, psychology, and law. These three approaches indeed help us to understand the drug problem, but they are not sufficient to figure out social components, such as structural inequality or discrimination, of drug abusers. In fact, the social components, which refer to social exclusion (see Buchanan, 2004), often precede drug issues and become a stumbling block for drug abusers. Not least, for example, drug abusers that do not have skills and confidents fail to escape from drug problem (Buchanan, 2004, p. 390).

So far, some scholars shows that the relation of social exclusion and drug abuse. Buchanan and Young (1995, pp. 7-8) denote that 40% of 50 samples of drug abusers in Sefton, Merseyside, England, do not accomplish their study and that only 22% can obtain educational qualification. In addition, half of samples do not have jobs for more than 5 years, 12% of them even worst never work, and only two people who work from 50 people when interview conducted. Not surprisingly, job opportunity is believed as an answer of drug abuse.

Another example could be learned from Pearson (1987). In his paper, Pearson (1987, pp. 62-63) explains that the strong relation of mass unemployment in the UK and heroin abuse in 1970s. Admittedly, the level of heroin abuse of individuals were not same due to the provision and the opportunity of heroin. Nonetheless, the impact of mass unemployment led to heroin abuse significantly on individual, family, and society level. Unemployment even caused individuals much more difficult to escape from heroin addiction. Melrose (2006, p. 36) also stressed that youth drug abuse who were not advantaged could not be separated from social exclusion. The increase of heroin abuse in 1980s in the UK, for instance, emerged simultaneously with mass unemployment that took place in a long period.

From friendship relation, drug abusers also experience social exclusion. In their research of 30 drug and alcohol abusers in a number of cities in the UK, Neale and Brown (2016, pp. 557-563) finds that third of them do not have friends and some of them denies to have friends. More surprisingly, all of respondents have poor mental & physical health and capacities (education, training, and job). In Granada and Seville, in Spain, March et al. (2005, p. 441) shows that 73,3 percent of 391 drug abusers only study less than eight years. From job aspect, 53,2 percent depends on illegal activity to meet their needs. In other words, they have low education, while criminal activity can not be separated from their daily life.

At the macro level, Stevens et al. (2007, pp. 390-391) finds that several indicators, for example, education level, unemployment, health issue, friendship relation, and many others, are also experienced by drug abusers in a number of countries in Europe, such as Swiss, Austria, Germany, and England. In Swiss, drug abusers tend to have high education level and low unemployment level, and they are more satisfied with their conditions compared to England, Austria, and Germany. Drug abusers in England experience more serious social exclusion.
based on education level and employment level, while drug abusers in Germany have the greatest social exclusion based on all indicators than the other three countries.

Based on literature review, Neale (2006, p. 4) elaborates that drug abuse can be looked from a number of dimensions of social exclusion. Firstly, community deprivation. By citing a Drug Strategy Directorate’s report in 2002, Neale (2006, p. 4) explains that people living in deprived neighbourhoods often sell drugs to obtain money compared to other legal activities. At the same time, drug abusers, cited by Neale (2006, p. 4) from Drug Strategy Directorate’s report, trigger crimes, such as burglary and robbery. Secondly, unemployment. The relation of unemployment and drug abuse can not be separated from lifestyle, personal, health, and other factors. Drug abusers, for example, are not able to maintain normal working hours. In addition, the performance of drug abusers can not be maximum to do their jobs. Drug abusers daily visits to a pharmacy to collect prescribed medication can disrupt the working day. Even the employers frequently do not want to hire the former of drug abusers because they are difficult to be believed (Neale, 2006, p. 5).

Thirdly, homelessness. According to Neale’s research in Scotland in 2002, 136 (68%) respondents of 200 drug abusers were homeless, and 63 (32%) respondents were homeless when the research conducted (Neale, 2006, p. 6). Fourthly, poor health. It is undeniable that drug abuse affects poor health and death. Nonetheless, poor health has various aspects related to social exclusion. For example, poor health leads unemployment, homeless, socially isolated. Those who experience them are likely to misuse drugs as an antidote to dull the boredom and isolation (Neale, 2006, p. 6).

Fifth, crime. By citing a Drug Strategy Directorate’s report in 2001, Neale (2006, p. 7) shows that nearly two thirds of persistent offenders are hard drug abusers. Even nearly three quarters committed crimes when they were 13 and 15 years old.

So, what about social exclusion study in Indonesia? Syahra (2010, pp. 24-25) reveals that social exclusion actually has a strong relation to the history of Indonesia despite the fact that its emergence is completely different to the situation in Europe. Exclusive rights that were obtained by priyayi (a traditional Javanese administrative class), which are not got by common people in the era of Javanese Kingdom, are an evidence. In addition, Syahra (2010) also says that some researches of social exclusion have emerged. Sudjadmiko (cited in Syahra, 2010, p. 28), for example, elaborates capitalism that excludes lower class in accessing health care. Setyawati, (cited in Syahra, 2010, p. 28) contends that the dominant symbol of the majority of the religion in public space excludes people. Kusumasari (2014) finds that youth sensitivity to social issues on social media has not been captured by the government. As a result, they are excluded in the formulation of government policies.

However, the application of social exclusion is still very limited in the policy formulation in Indonesia (Syahra, 2010, p. 29), and it is not exception in drug issues as well. In fact, Nasir et al. (2014, pp. 345-346) finds that jobs and the educational attainment influence youth in slum area in Makassar to stay away from drugs. At the macro level, in the late 1990s, as mentioned before, drug issues spreaded imostanesly along with crisis. It is actually not completely different to drug abuse taking place in the UK in 1980s.

The limited application of social exclusion alleviation is very unfortunate. As we know, social policy in Indonesia takes a new phase through universal social security. It was completely different compared to a few decades ago, in which the government had an alibi, which people had had traditional social security, to refuse the provision of universal social security (Kiswanto, 2005, p. 92). Indeed traditional social security still exists dan is able to cope with people’s problems nowadays (see Harsono, 2014). However, the existence of universal social security is a symbol that the government does not ignore its citizen’s welfare. In addition, the commitment of the government to health care and education is increased recently when President Jokowi launched the
Indonesia Health Card (KIS), the Indonesia Smart Card (KIP) and the Prosperous Family Card (KKS). Another program, the School Operational Aid, is still implemented by the government. Those programs are not only to improve people’s welfare, but also to prevent people from social exclusion.

Stevens (2012) shows that the improvement of social policy -along with decriminalization of drug abusers (see Hughes dan Stevens, 2010)-, is essential to decrease drug abuse in Portugal. In that country, drug policy reform decriminalized drug abusers are able to solve social exclusion. The Indonesian government, for instance, can consider that the possession of personal drugs are not criminal offences, but administrative offences. Therefore, drug abusers will not be stigmatized as criminals, but treated as patients (see "Portugal's Drug Policy", 2009). At the same time, this approach will encourage drug abusers to report to the official professionals if they are drug addicts without the fear of the imprisonment.

From the social aspect, state’s intervention in social policy can reduce drug abusers, promote them from drug addiction, and return them to their social life. Stevens (2012) states that a guaranteed minimum income, an expansion of social security, an unemployment benefit and job opportunities prevent individuals as drug abusers. It is also significant to improve the quality of the rehabilitation and the skill and confident trainings for the drug abusers. Last but not least, drug counseling for the family members of the drug abusers can not underestimated as its aims at raising awareness among them so that they can support their family to get out of the drug problem. In order to implement those things, it requires careful studies. Not surprisingly, the studies of social exclusion in general and in particular social exclusion and drug abuse are crucial to identify the causes and the stumbling blocks of the drug problem in Indonesia. Consequently social policy formulated from the studies can be directed to address the drug problem.

CONCLUSION

Amidst the dangers of drugs, President Joko Widodo still sticks to the law enforcement approach as the best way to resolve it. The Jokowi’s step actually can not be separated from the history and dynamics of Indonesian drug policy. It leads to the war on young generation because the rampant drug problem recently is the failure of the previous generation to understand it. In the place where it has its origin, the US, war on drugs has absolutely failed to achieve its goals. Even some global leaders have abandoned war on drugs as it is ineffective to resolve the drug problem.

Several scholars in Europe has been developing social approach in viewing drug issues as individuals can not be separated from social dimensions, and those who can not participate, there is a chink that opens opportunities to be drug abusers. Consequently, identification of social exclusion leading individual or groups as drug abusers and experiencing stigma are crucial. By recognizing them, social policy as an instrument to address social exclusion can be implemented to prevent the risk of drug abuse. Portugal’s success to decrease the number of drug abusers is the development of social policy and the decriminalization of drug abusers. Portugal does not uphold war on drugs, even war on drug abusers because its leader realizes that war on drugs is unwinnable.
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